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THE STRUGGLE AGAINST SIN & EVERYDAY HOLINESS 

THE WISDOM OF SAINT FRANCIS DE SALES

 Was born August 21, 1567 in France 

 The firstborn of thirteen children (five died in infancy)

 Was named after St. Francis of Assisi

 Parents: Francis (married at 43) & Frances (married at 14)

 At 12 years old felt strongly called to be a priest

 Studied at the Jesuit College in Paris

 Fluent in Latin and French

 Accomplished in the “arts of nobility” (horsemanship, fencing, 

dancing)

 Pursued higher studies in law and theology at the University 

of Padua.

 Received a doctorate at 24



LIFE AS A STUDENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PADUA

 The University of Padua was a large, cosmopolitan 

university with more than 20,000 students. 

 Place where Francis learned the wisdom that enabled 

him to live a life of holiness in the midst of the world. 

 Later he wrote that wisdom in detail in Introduction to 

a Devout Life 

 After graduation, he was given a title of nobility and 

offered a senatorship in the senate of Chamberey.

 His father (70 yrs old) had chosen a 14-year old girl to 

be his wife. Francis declined the offer and told his 

father of his call to the priesthood. 



LIFE AFTER PRIESTHOOD ORDINATION

 Was assigned to re-establish the Catholic Church in a region near Geneva (the diocese in 

which Francis was born), which had come under Calvinist domination. 

 Francis carried out his mission in a way that showed considerable respect for the 

Protestants while firmly holding to Catholic truth. Francis firmly resolved to win back Geneva 

to the Catholic Church and it must be done with charity.

 Francis declared that prayer, alms, and fasting would be the spiritual means used in re-

establishing the Church in the region.

 Francis read Calvin’s major works so he could have a firsthand acquaintance with their 

thought. He also made private visits to the successor of Calvin in Geneva in an attempt to 

win him over, efforts that appeared to be unsuccessful but were cordial and established 

mutual respect. 



THE CHALLENGING TIME

 Experiencing great hostility to his work. Often had to run away to avoid being beaten. 

 Was able to convince some of the Calvinist pastors to engage him in public debate.

 Posted hand-copied pamphlets in public places or slipped them under the doors of 

homes as a way of sharing the Catholic truth.

 Eventually he accomplished considerable success: many Catholic parishes were re-

established and much of the population reconciled with the Church.

 Was invited to Rome by Pope Clement VIII to engage in theological debate with the 

theologians of Rome. Francis did exceptionally well and was named the coadjutor 

bishop of Geneva and later became the bishop of Geneva when his predecessor died. 



 Influenced by St. Teresa of Avila through her writings 

 Had the opportunity to make the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius of 

Loyola – confirmed his belief that all Catholics are called to holiness. 

 Had a great attention to the recruitment and formation of priests.

 Ordained 900 priests during his 22 years as bishop.



INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVOUT LIFE

 1604 Met a married woman with children, Jeanne Francoise de Chantal 
(St. Jane Frances de Chantal). 

 Later worked with Jeanne Francoise de Chantal to establish a new religious 
order called the Visitation.

 The Visitation order: the nun were able to visit people in their homes (the 
rules for religious life at the time required that nuns be cloistered). 

 1609 Published Introduction to the Devout Life

 Experiencing many health problems. Died due to stroke on December 28, 
1622 at the age of 55.

 Canonized a saint in 1665

 Declared a Doctor of the Church in 1877



INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVOUT LIFE

SPIRITUALITY FOR LAY PEOPLE

“Almost all those who have hitherto written about devotion have been 

concerned with instructing persons wholly withdrawn from the world or 

have at least taught a kind of devotion that leads to such complete 

retirement. My purpose is to instruct those who live in town, within families, 

or at a court, and by their state of life are obliged to live an ordinary life as to 

outward appearances.”



A FALSE SPIRITUALITY – WHAT DEVOUT LIFE IS NOT

“Everyone paints devotion according to his own passions and fancies. A man given to 

fasting thinks himself very devout if he fasts, although his heart may be filled with hatred. 

Much concerned with sobriety, he doesn’t dare to wet his tongue with wine or even 

water but won’t hesitate to drink deep of his neighbor’s blood by detraction and calumny. 

Another man thinks himself devout because he daily recites a vast number of prayers, but 

after saying them he utters the most disagreeable, arrogant and harmful words at home 

and among neighbors.”

OR 

Someone may give money to the poor but not forgive his enemies. Or another may 

forgive his enemies but not pay his bills unless compelled to do so by law. 



THE POINT

“Devout life” or holiness doesn’t consists primarily in external 

practices of piety but in a heart transformed in love and justice.”

True devotion must touch EVERY area of our life.  It’s not just a 

matter of spiritual practices but of bringing all our life under the 

lordship of Christ. 

Invite Jesus to “live and reign in our hearts forever and ever.”



A TRUE DEVOTION

THE FEAR OF THE LORD

“When divine love has reached a degree of perfection at which it not only 

makes us do good but also do this carefully, frequently, and promptly, it is 

called devotion. … In short, devotion is simply that spiritual agility 

(kegesitan) and vivacity (penuh semangat) by which charity works in us or 

by aid of which we work quickly and lovingly. … He must have great ardor 

and readiness in performing charitable actions. …



TRUE DEVOTION

“ … It arouses us to do quickly and lovingly as many good works as possible, both those 

commanded and those merely counseled or inspired. … Like a man in sound health he 

not only walks but runs and leaps forward “on the way of God’s commandments” (Psalm 

119:32). Furthermore, he moves and runs in the paths of his heavenly counsels and 

inspirations.” 

In other words:

To live a devout life is to reach the point in our love for God and neighbor that we 

eagerly desire to do His will in all the various ways in which it is communicated to us: in 

the duties of our state in life, in the objective teaching of God’s Word, in opportunities 

and occasions presented to us, in response to interior aspirations. 



HOW TO MAKE PROGRESS ON THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEY IN ORDER TO REACH THIS POINT

Who shall ascend the hill of the Lord?

And who shall stand in his holy place?

He who has clean hands and a pure heart,

who does not lift up his soul to what is false,

and does not swear deceitfully. (Psalm 24:3-4)



THE FIRST PURGATION: MORTAL SIN

For sure turning away from serious sin is one of the first things that needs to happen in 
true conversion.

“What is your state of soul with respect to mortal sin? Are you firmly 
resolved never to commit it for any reason whatsoever? … In this 
resolution consists the foundation of the spiritual life.”



PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS

St. Francis recommends* to consider the possibility of making a “general confession.” 

 Making an appointment with a trusted confessor

 Going over our whole life as a way of making a fresh start

* It is not absolutely necessary but he strongly advises it.



PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS

Go to confession regularly. St. Francis recommends weekly confession*

In order to make the sacrament to be really efficacious,** it is important that we 

prepare it well and be sincere and serious about wanting to turn away from sin.

“Often they make little or even no preparation and do not have sufficient contrition. 

Too often it happens that they go to confession with a tacit (implied) intention of 

returning to sin, since they are unwilling to avoid its occasion or use the means 

necessary for amendment of life.”

• *Other spiritual writers recommend other frequencies, such as monthly. 

• **Ex opere operato (from the work performed) and ex opere operantis (from the work 

of the doer) see CCC 1128



CONFESSING VENIAL SINS

“Many who confess their venial sins out of custom and concern for order but 
without thought of amendment remain burdened with them for their whole life 
and thus lose many spiritual benefits and advantages. … It is an abuse to confess 
any kind of sin, whether mortal or venial, without a will to be rid of it since 
confession was instituted for no other purpose.”

St. Francis also recommend that we be as specific as possible in our confession 
and not just confess generalities. For example, he encourages us not to confess 
in such general terms such as “I didn’t love God or our neighbor enough” or “I 
didn’t pray devoutly enough.” Every saint in heaven and every man on earth 
might say the same thing if they went to confession. 



THE SECOND PURGATION: THE AFFECTION FOR SIN

St. Francis points out how we might turn away from serious sins in our life and 

try hard not to commit them again, but we still nurture affection for such sin. It 

can greatly slow down our spiritual progress and disposes us to future falls. 

Although the Israelites left Egypt physically, but many of them didn’t leave it in 

affection: “We remember the fish we ate in Egypt at no cost--also the 

cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions and garlic” (Numbers 11:5)

We leave sin in effect, but reluctantly, and look back at it fondly, as did 

Lot’s wife when she looked back on the doomed city of Sodom.



A METAPHOR

St. Francis gives an amusing but telling example of how a doctor, for the purpose of 

health, might forbid a patient to eat melons lest he die. The patient therefore abstains from 

eating them, but “they begrudge giving them up, talk about them, would eat them if they 

could, want to smell them at least, and envy those who can eat them. In such a way weak, 

lazy penitents abstain regretfully for a while from sin. They would like very much to commit 

sins if they could do so without being damned. They speak about sin with a certain 

petulance and with liking for it and think those who commit sins are at peace with 

themselves.”

St. Francis says this is like a person who would like to take revenge on someone “if he 

only could” or a woman who doesn’t intend to commit adultery but still wishes to flirt. 

Such souls are in danger of 1) falling into serious sin again; 2) having such a “divided heart” 

makes the spiritual life wearisome; 3) the “devout” life of prompt, diligent, and frequent 

response to God’s will and inspiration virtually impossible.



THE REMEDY

St. Francis proposes a remedy for such remaining attachment to the affection for sin, that is meditations on these 

basic truth:

1. The blessings that we have been given by God 

2. The debt of gratitude we owe Him

3. The ugliness and horror of sin

4. The reality of judgment and hell

5. The great mercy and goodness of Jesus’ work of redemption

6. The shortness of life

7. The great beauty and glory of heaven.



BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW

“How can young people keep their way pure?

By guarding it according to your word.

With my whole heart I seek you;

do not let me stray from your commandments.

I treasure your word in my heart,

so that I might not sin against you…

I will meditate on your precepts,

and fix my eyes on your ways.

I will delight in your statutes;

I will not forget your word.” (Psalm 119:9-16, NRSV)



ST. TERESA’S INSIGHT

A great help to going against your will is to bear in mind continually how all is 

vanity and how quickly everything comes to an end. This helps to remove our 

attachment to trivia and center it on what will never end. Even though this 

practice seems to be a weak means, it will strengthen the soul greatly and the 

soul will be more careful in very little things. When we begin to become 

attached to something, we should strive to turn our thoughts from it and 

bring them back to God-and His majesty helps.



ST. BERNARD’S SUGGESTION

St. Bernard of Clairvaux recommends to meditate on the passion of Christ 

to resist the affection for sin. 

“What greater cure for the wounds of conscience and for purifying the 

mind’s acuity (sharpness/cleverness/ketajaman) than to persevere in 

meditation on the wounds of Christ?”



AFFECTION FOR VENIAL SINS

We can never be completely free of venial sins, at least so as to continue for long in such 

purity, yet we can avoid all affection for venial sins. … We must not voluntarily nourish a 

desire to continue and persevere in venial sin of any kind. It would be an extremely base 

thing to wish deliberately to retain in our heart anything so displeasing to God as a will 

to offend him. No matter how small it is, a venial sin offends God. 

It is not enough, I say to guard one’s tongue from these and similar kinds of nastiness; 

even slight offences must be avoided, if anything may be termed slight that is directed 

against a brother for the purpose of hurting him, since merely to be angry with one’s 

brother makes one liable to the judgment of God. 



BE CAREFUL ON HOW WE RESPOND WHEN A WRONG HAS BEEN DONE TO US

So when an offence is committed against you, a thing hard to avoid at times:

 do not immediately rush, as a worldly person may do, to retaliate dishonorably against 

your brother; 

 nor, under the guise of administering correction, should you dare to pierce with sharp 

and searing words one for whom Christ was pleased to be crucified; 

 nor make grunting, resentful noises at him, nor mutter and murmur complaints, nor 

adopt a sneering air, nor indulge the loud laugh of contempt, nor knit the brow in 

menacing anger. 

 Let your passion die within, where it was born; a carrier of death, it must be allowed no 

exit or it will cause destruction, and then you can say with the Prophet: “I was troubled 

and spoke not.”



COUNTLESS TEMPTATIONS & UNINTENTIONAL VENIAL SINS

Unintentional venial sins and faults that are part of life are “not a matter of any great 

moment” if as soon as they occur we reject them, and refuse to entertain any affection 

for them. 

St. Francis makes clear that the process of purification will continue throughout our life, 

and so “we must not be disturbed at our imperfections, since for us perfection consists in 

fighting against them.” 



SUMMARY

 God calls all of us to holiness, or in the words of St. Francis de Sales, to the devout 

life.

 We can only answer the call, if we understand the nature of the devout life.

 The world confuses outward displays of piety with true devotion, which involves 

inner transformation and love. This confusion not only undermines the living of the 

devout life, but also promotes false and even dangerous forms of spirituality.

 Simply understanding the true nature of the devout life isn’t enough to make us holy.

 The devout life has to be lived, not just understood.



SUMMARY: STEPS TO A DEVOUT LIFE

1. Reject mortal/serious sin. Living in mortal sin = being cut off from God’s grace – the food & 

air of spiritual life.

2. Reject the desire or affection for those sins because any affection for sin impedes spiritual 

progress. 

3. Venial sins, unlike mortal sins, don’t cut us off from God’s grace. However, they can become 

serious obstacle on the road to heaven if we don’t take them seriously.

4. Likewise, affection for venial sins od a lack of true contrition often open the door to more 

serious sins.

5. Guarding against two extremes: scrupulosity on one end and carelessness of the other. Make 

an important distinction between intentional (we freely choose to commit after some 

reflection) and unintentional (those that “just happen” without real reflection) venial sins.



HATRED FOR SIN IS IMPORTANT. CONFIDENCE IN THE MERCY OF GOD IS EVEN MORE IMPORTANT.

“May the LORD, who is good, grant pardon to everyone who has resolved to seek God, the LORD, 

the God of his fathers, though he be not clean as holiness requires.”

(2 Chronicles 30:18b-19)



ALWAYS  VICTORIOUS

Imperfections and venial sins cannot deprive us of spiritual life; it is lost 

only by mortal sin. Fortunately for us, in this war, we are always victorious 

provided that we are willing to fight.



LEAN ON THE BELOVED

St. Bernard wants us to know that even in the midst of the struggle-whether it be with 

mortal sin or venial sin, worldliness or temptation, perseverance in prayer or growth in 

virtue, loving or forgiving-we profoundly need to “lean on the Beloved.”

“If you attempt it in your own strength, it will be as though you were trying to stop the 

raging of a torrent, or to make the Jordan run backwards (Psalm 113:3). What can you 

do then? You must seek the Word…. You have need of strength, and not simply strength, 

but strength drawn from above (Luke 24:49).”



WHERE CAN WE GET THE HELP?

“Therefore, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us also lay 

aside every weight, and sin which clings so closely, and let us run with perseverance the 

race that is set before us, looking to Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith, who 

for the joy that was set before him endured the cross, despising the shame, and is 

seated at the right hand of the throne of God.” (Hebrews 12:1-2)

Conclusion: we cannot do it on our own and need to lean on the Beloved; never give 

up, keep leaning on Him. 



THE GOOD NEWS

The Beloved loves to be leaned on!

“Now there was leaning on Jesus’ bosom one of His disciples, whom Jesus loved.” (John 13:23)



PRAYER OF ST. FRANCIS DE SALES


